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Digital Exhaustion and Linking

• Both regard secondary digital uses of

copyright protected material

• Digital exhaustion problem: Has an 

«analogue equivalent»

• Linking problem: Solely connected to digital 

technology and the Internet 
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The linking dilemma

• Links in general should not be considered as 

copyright infringements

– Indispensable features of the Internet

• On the other hand: Links may be used in a 

way that conflicts with the right holders’ 

legitimate interests
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Treatment of links in the Nordic 

Countries

• Two Approaches

• (i) «The public communication (performance) 

approach

– Supreme Court of Sweden (Tommy Olsson), NIR 

2000 487 (NJA 2000 292)

– Linking is an act of public performance

(communication)

– Possible solution for links to lawfully posted

material: Implied license
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Treatment of links in the Nordic 

Countries

• (ii) «The reference approach»

– Norwegian Supreme Court (Napster.no), NIR 

2005 319 (Rt. 2005 41)

– Links are references to material already uploaded

to the Internet

– Rejects the implied license solution for links to 

lawfully posted material
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Treatment of links by the CJEU

• A third approach: (iii) The ‘new public

approach’

– Svensson (C-466/12), BestWater (C-348/13)

– Linking is an act of communication

– However, links to freely accessible material are

not directed to a ‘new public’ and fall outside the

right to communication to the public

– Links to illegally posted material: Probably

communication to the public

– Links that circumvent restrictions: Communication

to the public
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CJEU case law on links: Stretching or 

narrowing the borders of Nordic 

copyright law?

• Depends on the legal situation prior to the

CJEU decisions

• Compared to the ‘reference approach’: The 

‘new public approach’ represents a slight

stretching of the exclusive rights

• Compared to the ‘public communication

approach’: Narrowing, but depends on the

application of implied consents

• My opinion: Not possible to find a good

solution under the current system
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Digital exhaustion

• Exhaustion doctrine: Applies traditionally to 

the distribution of tangible objects

• Norwegian preparatory works (1980s): 

Opened up for a limited application of the

exhaustion rule in a digital environment

• After the implementation of the Infosoc

Directive: The distribution right and 

exhaustion apply solely to tangible copies
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Digital exhaustion

• Ole-Andreas Rognstad, «Konsumpsjon og 

digitale overføringer», Festskrift til Mogens 

Koktvedgaard (2003) 447

– Room for the application of implied consents also

in this context
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Digital exhaustion

• Then came UsedSoft, case C-128/11

• Application of exhaustion of the distribution

right (Article 4(2) Computer Program 

Directive) to the resale of multiple software

licenses (client server licenses)

• Quite different factual situation than

redistribution of tangible copies
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Digital exhaustion

• UsedSoft rationale: Possible to calculate a 

reasonable fee for the use of the (digital) copy

• However, the CJEU does not address the

effect on the primary market of competition

from the secondary market

• https://www.journals.uio.no/index.php/oslawrev

iew/article/view/977

• UsedSoft does probably not apply outside the

scope of the Computer Program Directive
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Conclusion

• The recent case law of the CJEU regarding

linking and digital exhaustion has 

undoubtedly some repercussions on Nordic 

law

• A tendency to narrow down the scope of the

exclusive rights

• However, the situation entails some

ambiguity 13


